
 

We focus on the development, engineering and fabrication of sophisticated equipment that 

regulate the supply of gases and liquids in gas and steam turbines of power plants. During our 

125-year history, we have successfully completed thousands of installations worldwide. 

For the construction and further development of our fluid and process handling systems for 

steam gas turbines, continuous optimization and market conform adjustments to components, 

assemblies, etc. are required. 

Take on the following tasks and activities:  

 Implementation of defined corporate goals and entrepreneurial thinking and action. You 

actively contribute to the company result. 

 You work closely with the sales department and take over project management from 

quoting to product delivery. 

 You are responsible for meeting specifications, budgets, deadlines and project progress. 

  In the sales phase, you will work with the engineering and purchasing department to 

prepare the technical offer documentation and to participate in technical procurement 

discussions with our customers. 

  In the project management, you are responsible for the project management. This 

includes, among other things, the creation, tracking and execution of schedules, the 

initiation of orders, the preparation of project documentation, the reporting to our 

customers and management, as well as the active minimization of technical as well as 

commercial risks. 

 You work close to production and are the contact person for project-relevant questions of 

production. 

  Take international business trips for granted. 

We look forward to your qualification and experience: 

 Completed degree in mechanical engineering or equivalent, with further education in 

business administration. 

 You have at least 5 years of professional experience in project management in technical 

sales and project management, most recently in a comparable environment. 

 Understanding of P&ID. 

 Understanding of auxiliary systems of steam gas turbines. 

 You are responsible and cost-conscious, correct and confident in dealing with internal and 

external partners. 

  As a team and customer-oriented personality with solution-oriented thinking and acting, 

you make your contribution to achieving the company's goals and can work 

autonomously. 

 In addition to Czech, good German or English spoken and written. 

 Good MS Office and MS Project skills. 

 You are flexible, resilient and used to working independently in a small team. 

 



What else can you expect from us?  

 Attractive employment conditions and social benefits. 

 Technically and physically demanding and versatile tasks. 

 Flat hierarchies and open communication. 

 Appropriate induction and further education programs. 

 Customer-oriented and market-driven company philosophy. 

 Timely employment conditions, as well as performance-related pay. 

 Close cooperation with our engineers & project managers in Switzerland. 

If you have any further questions, please don’t hesitate to contact us. We are looking forward to 

your application which you can send to the Teamleader Project Management: 

Massimo.scibilia@king1891.ch  

 

 


